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 NEWS: It's not a secret anymore: It's going to be free! (or at least at most, you can still help us to make money to cover our
living) - you can now submit your poetry/art to the magazine. NEW: you can now subscribe to the newsletter of the magazine, so

you won't miss any news. NEW: The magazine has started to be more frequently updated, now every 2 weeks. NEW: You can
now rate and comment the works, thanks to the moderation. NEWS: A LOT OF STUFFS GOING ON NOW: - we started to

translate italian poems. - we started to work on some other translations: the classic spanish authors in the romantic period, and a
bigger translation of the french classics - We're currently looking for people to make guest contributions in the style of the

magazine, like text or pictures - We're trying to make an anthology of the translations, with probably a first edition of poems
from international contributors - You can now submit your art to the magazine! - You can now submit your poetry to the

magazine! We don't really know when we'll be able to start the magazine, it'll depend on what we will find to do. We will try to
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do a couple of publication per year, to keep them affordable. We are not an commercial magazine, we are just a project we
decided to start. We're simply not getting money to pay the printer. If you want to help to pay the printer (they are not asking for

money for you, just for the period of this campaign, only money to cover the printing expenses), you can sponsor our project
with a small amount of money, and you will be able to post it in the forum (this is like a "poster contest", and you can win the

possibility to have your sponsor appearing in the magazine). You can also join our facebook page (you'll find a link in the
sidebar of the forum), there you can read and comment all the news and see some previews of the works we're looking for. You

can also join our facebook group. Submitted: 01.03.2014 00:54:24 Comments: 01.03.2014 12:46:58 27000 likes. The goal is
3000 82157476af
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